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MAY WIND-UP 

Wed. May 23, 2018 
  

Pizza &  

Desserts 
 

Tickets:  

$10 per person  

Get your tickets at the April Chapter meeting or reserve 

your ticket by calling Lorrie @ 204-489-2731  

before May 18th 

 Positions Available 
 

      1.  A Chairperson to coordinate our 

Membership Program.  

 

      2. Two people willing to serve on the         

WOA Board for a one year term.   

 

Please contact Rollie Binner, 

Nominating Chair,                    

at 204-667-2326                        

to offer your time or for more 

information.  
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WHO WE ARE 

VISITING SERVICE 

WHAT IS AN OSTOMY? 

WHAT WE OFFER 

MEMBERSHIP 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

ARE YOU MOVING? 

The Winnipeg Ostomy Association, 

Inc. (WOA) is a non-profit 

registered charity run by 

volunteers with the support of 

medical advisors. We are an 

affiliate of Ostomy Canada 

Society.  We provide emotional 

support, experienced and practical 

help, instructional and 

informational services through our 

membership, to the family unit, 

associated care givers and the 

general public. Our range of 

service and support covers 

Winnipeg, Manitoba and North 

Western Ontario.    

Anyone with an intestinal or 

urinary tract diversion, or others 

who have an interest in the WOA, 

such as relatives, friends and 

medical professionals, can become 

a member.  

An ostomy is a surgical procedure 

performed when a person has lost 

function of the bladder or bowel. 

This can be due to Crohn’s disease, 

ulcerative colitis, cancer, birth 

defects, injury or other disorders.  

The surgery allows for bodily 

wastes to be re-routed into a pouch 

through a new opening (called a 

stoma) created in the abdominal 

wall. Some of the major ostomy 

surgeries include colostomy, 

ileostomy and urostomy.  

Upon the request of a patient, the 

WOA will provide a visitor for 

ostomy patients. The visits can be 

pre or post operative or both. The 

visitor will have special training 

and will be chosen according to the 

patient’s age, gender, and type of 

surgery. A visit may be arranged by 

calling the Visitor Coordinator or 

by asking your Doctor or 

Enterostomal Therapy (ET) nurse. 

There is no charge for this service.  

MEETINGS: Regular meetings 

allow our members to exchange 

information and experiences with 

each other. We also run groups for 

spouses and significant others 

(SASO) and a young person’s 

group (Stomas R Us).  
  

INFORMATION: We publish a 

newsletter, INSIDE/OUT, eight 

times a year.  
  

EDUCATION:  We promote 

awareness and understanding in 

our community.  
  

COLLECTION OF UNUSED 

SUPPLIES:  We ship unused 

supplies to developing countries 

through Friends of Ostomates 

Worldwide (Canada). 

Chapter meetings are held from 

September through May. There are 

no scheduled chapter meetings in 

June, July, or August. A Christmas 

party is held in December.  
  

Meetings are held on the 

FOURTH WEDNESDAY  

of the month. 
  

     7:30 pm—9:30 pm 
 

SOCIETY of MANITOBANS with 

DISABILITIES Bldg. (SMD)  
825 Sherbrook Street,  

Winnipeg, MB  

Rooms 202 & 203  
  

FREE PARKING:  

Enter the SMD parking lot to the 

south of the building just off Sher-

brook and McDermott Ave.  

OUR MEETINGS 

 

April 25th  -  AGM  

 

May 4—5th  -  Regina Seminar 

 

May 23rd  -  Wind Up (Rap 

Sessions & Pizza Party) 

If you move, please inform us of 

your change of address so we can 

continue to send you the 

newsletter and Ostomy Canada 

magazine.   

Send your change of address to:  

WOA 

Box 158 

Pine Falls, MB   R0E 1M0  

The Editor, Inside/Out 

1101-80 Snow Street 

Winnipeg, MB   R3T 0P8 

Email: woainfo@mts.net 
  

All submissions are welcome, may 

be edited and are not guaranteed to 

be printed.  
  

Deadline for next issue:  
Friday, July 9, 2018 

  

WORLD WIDE WEB 

Visit the WOA Web Pages: 

http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

Webmaster: 

Email:woa@mtsmail.ca  

DISCLAIMER 

Articles and submissions printed in this 

newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by 

the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and 

may not apply to everyone. It is wise to 

consult your Enterostomal Therapist or 

Doctor before using any information from 

this newsletter.  
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SYMMETRICAL versus LOPSIDED 
 

On the outside, humans are even, balanced, graceful, symmetrical—nicely streamlined for a long swim. But, 

how about on the inside? 
 

    We are lopsided, or asymmetric is more like it, 

says Lewis Held, Jr. in Quirks of Human Anatomy. 

We have a spleen on the left but not the right; our 

left lung has two lobes, but the right lung has three; 

our heart and stomach are shifted left of centre, our 

liver to the right and our intestines meander 

throughout our abdominal cavity.  

    In fact, our intestines are about ten times the 

length of our torso and to pack such a firehose into 

the body cavity requires that it deviate from the 

midline. Still unclear is why our gut doesn’t just coil 

haphazardly instead of its twists and turns normally 

culminating in a clockwise colon (ascending right, 

crossing and descending left).  

    The epitome of asymmetric complexity must be 

the head, arising through pretzel-like contortions of an initially symmetric tube. Our most dangerous 

asymmetry is found inside the heart where we have only one, unilateral pacemaker. “We would be better off if 

we had a back-up pacemaker on the other side that could take over in the event of a heart attack,” says Held.  
 

Source: B and R Sones, Saskatoon Sun, August 2011 via Ottawa Ostomy News April 2018 

  

  

 

NOTICE 

ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING 
  

Notice is hereby given that the 

Annual 

General Meeting of the  

Winnipeg Ostomy Association  

will be held on 
  

Wed., April 25, 2018 
beginning at 7:30 pm 

Rms 202 & 203,  

825 Sherbrook St., 

Winnipeg, MB. 
  

The purpose of the meeting is to 

elect officers for a one-year term 

beginning September 1, 2018; to 

accept year end reports and to 

conduct any other business deemed 

necessary. 
  
 

Nominations Chair: 

Please contact Rollie Binner at: 

Tel: 204-667-2326 

Email: jbinner@shaw.ca 
  

All Executive positions (President, 

1st & 2nd Vice-Presidents, 

Secretary, Treasurer, Visitor 

Coordinator & 2 Members-at-Large) 

are open for a one year term. 

Nominations will be accepted from 

the floor at the meeting. 
  

If you are interested in one of these 

positions or if you would like a copy 

of the Executive members’ duties 

please contact Rollie Binner. 
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http://www.8thstjohnsscouts.btck.co.uk/OurLeaders
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK 

 

“Help  me from getting 
more grey hair” 

 

L 
ately I’ve been getting 

a fair number of calls 

from ostomates who 

are running into trouble for 

one reason or another.  As a 

reminder, on page 9, I have attached the information 

sheet handed out at our January 2017 meeting which 

was held with representatives in attendance from 

ConvaTec, WRHA, and the ETs. Anyone who could 

possibly be affected by this conversion was also 

mailed the same information. ConvaTec offers the 

me+ support program and they have medically 

trained personnel on staff who can give you the 

advice or product that you may need at the time. All 

ostomates are invited to take advantage of this free 

service. For those living any distance from an ET, 

clinic, or hospital, the people at ConvaTec could be 

your life line. I suggest you give it a try. They may 

have a solution that works for you until you can see 

your ET.  

    Our AGM is April 25th. We have developed a 

system in the past that helps us run through the 

elections and business part quite quickly, allowing us 

plenty of time to discuss all things to do with 

ostomies. Having said that, we do have a couple of 

spots on the board that we need to fill. Our chapter is 

entering exciting times and we are looking for a few 

people to take on a position for a year, bring new 

ideas to the table, and help us reach our goal where 

“all ostomates belong”. Rollie would love to answer 

any questions you might have. Contact him at 204-

667-2326. 

    Y ou’re incredible! That statement is found in one 

of the articles in this issue. When I look back at all the 

people who have taken on tasks and positions within 

the WOA over these many years, I am left with that 

thought. You’re ALL incredible! Think of the journey 

you’ve been on. Some of you are still on that journey 

but you’re still going non-stop like the ‘energizer 

bunny’. What a group! What super examples you all 

provide for new patients. I know for a fact that new 

patients are blown away from the positive feedback 

they get when they walk through our doors on 

meeting nights.  

    We’re planning to have pizza and dessert at our 

May Wind-Up. You will help me from getting more 

grey hairs if you purchase your ticket at this month’s 

meeting or reserve your ticket by phoning me at 204-

489-2731 ASAP. I need a good count by May 16th to 

order sufficient food for everyone. Spouses and 

friends are especially welcome.   

     This is the last issue before 

summer. Take care and enjoy our 

summer when it arrives! 

 Lorrie 

Evelyn Waldera  
94 years young in January 2018 

72 years with a stoma! 
 

Picture taken at the WOA March  28, 2018 meeting  

during coffee break.  
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http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi-vbiJ7rTaAhUF94MKHYiTBskQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fclipartix.com%2Fsunshine-clipart-image-6691%2F&psig=AOvVaw1Q_l718v0dz0dTE5walN9y&ust=1523626636866089
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BRANDON 

WESTMAN  

OSTOMATES’  

SUPPORT 

GROUP  

can make living with an ostomy easier 

Support groups are useful for people with ostomies to 

find, connect, and interact with other ostomates. 
GET PRACTICAL ADVICE; FIND ANSWERS; 

 SHARE HINTS & TIPS 

Saturday, April 28th 
1:30—3:00 pm 

  

LOCATION 
Brandon Regional Hospital,  

West Lounge/Nurses Residence 

  

Bring your own 
coffee, tea or other 

beverage for an 
afternoon of 

conversation & 
sharing. 

Family members  

and/or friends are 

especially welcome. 

For more information contact:  

 Betty @ 204-728-6886 

 Marg @ 204-728-1421 

 Gord & Dot @ 204-726-4807 

“I can’t wear a seatbelt! I have an ostomy.” 
 

How many time I have heard that.  

The Canadian Medical Association states that “there 

are no medical conditions that justify exemption from 

wearing a seat belt.” 

 

All Canadian provinces and territories have legislation 

in place requiring drivers and passengers to wear seat-

belts, though most seatbelt laws allow exemptions un-

der certain conditions. In some jurisdictions, “medical 

excemptions” are not acceptable reasons for an ex-

emption.  

There are specialty belts you can purchase to go over 

the seatbelt which will protect the stoma. You can also 

wear your seatbelt so that it crosses your chest and 

lower hips—these areas of the body are better able to 

resist the force of a crash, or wear the belt low so it 

pulls downward on your pelvic bones and not across 

(Continued on page 13) 

NEW UROSTOMY PATIENTS 
Via: Roanoke (VA) Valley News & South Brevard, FL 

and Antelope Valley newsletter, Lancaster, CA, 

Springfields’ Ostomy Family Newsletter.  
 

Train yourself to shut the pouch valve as soon 

as you have emptied the pouch! If you forget, 

the resulting disaster within the next 10 minutes 

could ruin your day. Be sure to take the plastic 

waste basin and clear measuring container 

home from the hospital! They are very helpful 

as you establish a daily routine of washing your 

night time equipment. Gallon bottles of white 

vinegar and cheap liquid detergent make the 

daily washing-up an inexpensive chore. If you 

change the pouch first thing in the morning, 

there is less chance of the stoma misbehaving 

as you do the change. Irrigate the pouch daily 

with a solution of 4/5 water and 1/5 vinegar. A 

five quart pail with metal handle (Home Depot, 

Wal-Mart, etc.) is a great night bottle or bag 

container by the bed and also a safe way to 

carry this equipment to the bathroom in the 

morning. The hospital plastic wash basin is an 

ideal container for supplies when traveling and 

can be used to hold the night drainage bag. In 

the morning, it is handy for washing-up 

wherever you are. It fits 

nicely into most carry-on 

bags and is not heavy. In most 

cases, urostomy patients 

enjoy a completely normal 

diet. Cranberry juice, yogurt, 

or buttermilk will help 

combat urinary odors. Asparagus should be 

avoided as it produces a strong odor in urine.  
Source: OSG of Middle Georgia, The Ostomy Rumble—

August 2017. 
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https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjwrqeg36bZAhUEZN8KHUM9CnMQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https%3A%2F%2Fgallery.yopriceville.com%2FFree-Clipart-Pictures%2FCoffee-PNG%2FBrown_Plastic_Coffee_Cup_PNG_Clipart_Image&
https://gallery.yopriceville.com/Free-Clipart-Pictures/Coffee-PNG/Deco_Coffee_PNG_Clipart_Image
http://www.chinaglobalmall.com/products/525232269813
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In MEMORIAM 

 

Edmond Leclerc 

Arthur Goerzen 

 

 

We extend our sympathy to their  

families and friends 

A warm welcome to new  

chapter members: 
 

Gary Dyson 

F. Mae Hoey 

Al Donner 

What is a Peristomal Hernia?  
 

     A peristomal hernia is a bulge under the 

peristomal skin indicating that one or more loops of 

bowel have passed through the dissected area of 

fascia and muscle, which was needed to externalize 

the stoma; and the bowel is now protruding into the 

subcutaneous tissue around the stoma (Thompson, 

2008; WOCN, 2010, 2011). 
 

 It affects up to 50% of patients within one year 

following creation of the stoma (WOCN, 2011). 

 It may be associated with a prolapsed stoma 

(Husain & Cataldo, 2008) 

 Recurrence is common (Husain & Cataldo, 2008) 
 

 *   50-100% after local fascial repair. 
 

 *   4- 44% after local laparoscopic fascial     

      repair with mesh.  
 

 *    68% after stoma relocation/transfer.  
 

Source: Saskatoon Ostomy Assoc. Bulletin—March 2017 via 

Ottawa Ostomy News—February 2018 

KEEPING WEIGHT DOWN 
(via Evansville Indiana Ostomy Chapter) 

 

Now that the festive season has come and 

gone, we are noticing that some of our 

clothes are a bit tighter than usual. Here are 

some helpful hints to keeping the weight 

down.   
 

Keeping weight down is especially important 

for ostomates. Even a few extra pounds can 

affect the fit of our appliance and cause the 

stoma to recess. For new ostomates, extra 

weight may put pressure on healing tissues. 

Here are a few ways to drop or maintain 

weight.  
 

Eat an apple, or two bread slices, or other 

fiber-type food 20-30 minutes before dinner. 

It will help curb your appetite at the table. 

These foods, combined with a glass of water, 

will expand your stomach and reduce your 

capacity to eat.  
 

Chew well and eat slowly. It takes up to 20 

minutes for the brain to receive the message 

of fullness from the stomach.  
 

Don’t eat after 6 pm. Resist snacking late at 

night, and your body will reward you with 

more restful sleep and lots of energy in the 

morning. Food eaten in late hours will 

generally go directly into fat production 

because the body’s energy needs are low at 

night.  
 

Remember that vegetables are considered 

free of calories when not covered with dip, 

butter, or other extras so you can have these 

healthier foods without guilt.  
 

Finally, instead of plunking down in front of 

the TV until bedtime, how about a relaxing 

evening stroll? (Weather permitting of 

course).  
 

You’ll sleep better and feel better in the 

morning.  
 

Source: Ottawa Ostomy News—February 2018 



 

SUNSCREEN MYTHS DEBUNKED 
Confusion prevails about base tans, SPR and when 

and how to wear sunscreen CBC News Posted: Jul 09, 2015 

10:34 AM ET Last Updated: Jul 13,2015 4:04 PM ET 
 

Getting lots of sun this summer? Your sunscreen 

might not be as effective as you think. With the sum-

mer season in full swing, Canadians are enjoying the 

sun wherever they can find it, but skin cancer experts 

are warning that some of the prevailing myths around 

sun exposure and sun protection can be dangerous.  
 

SUNSCREEN MYTHS 

An older myth that still persists is the misguided idea 

that having a “base tan” reduces the need for sun-

screen. “Base tan is not a term dermatologists use.” 

said Dr. Cheryl Rosen of the dermatology clinic at the 

Toronto Western Hospital. “What it really means is 

getting sun damage to allow yourself to get more sun 

damage later.” 

A base tan exposes cells to ultraviolet radiation with-

out any protection, which leads to DNA damage that 

the body might not be able to repair completely, 

Rosen said. It ultimately leads to skin cancer, pre-skin 

cancer or wrinkling.  
 

Vanity and sunscreen fatigue are 

behind the rise in skin cancer.  

Rosen said she is concerned that the 

incidence of skin cancers continues 

to rise in Canada and people aren’t 

protecting themselves as much as 

they should be.  

One myth that prevents people from 

slathering on the two to three table-

spoons of sunscreen dermatologists 

recommend is the idea that sun-

screen needs to be applied 20 

minutes before going outside.  
 

“I would like to get rid of that because I’m afraid peo-

ple will say, “Oh, no, it’s five minutes before I go out 

so there’s no point in putting it on.” Rosen said, 

“Really, sunscreen begins to work as soon as you put 

it on. Maybe there is a bit better absorption if you put 

it on a bit ahead of time.”  
 

Experts also suggest that people: 

 Stay in the shade between 10:00 am and 4:00 pm. 

 Cover up as much as possible, including wearing 

sunglasses. 

 Look for sunscreens that provide a broad spectrum 

of protection from both UVA and UVB radiation.  

 If you’re in the water, make sure your sunscreen is 

water-resistant.  
 

“I think in the summer people should put their sun-

screen on in the morning like they brush their teeth. It 

should be part of your routine.” Rosen said.  
 

People tend to forget to apply sunscreen to the back of 

the neck and top of the ears. But while those are all 

good tips, sunscreen will not provide complete protec-

tion. “Health Canada says you can’t call it a sunblock 

anymore, and that’s because none of the sunscreens 

are perfect,” Rosen said, “Some UV gets through.  
 

The Canadian Cancer Society recommends that people 

use a sunscreen with SPF 30 if they work outdoors or 

plan to be outside for most of the day.  
 

Rosen considers SPR 30 to be the minimum protective 

value against sunburn. A higher level means more pro-

tection, but it doesn’t last longer. People with an ab-

normally high sensitivity to sunlight have greater ben-

efits with a SPF higher than 50, Rosen said. Thses 

sunscreen products will soon be labelled SPR50+, the 

society noted. No one knows whether 

a higher SPF offers greater value for 

DNA damage.  
 

Dermatologists say sunscreen creams 

and lotions tend to provide better cov-

erage than sprays or liquids.  
 

While UV protective clothing helps, it 

isn’t essential, Rosen said. Clothing 

made of a tightly woven fabric also 

offers protection.  
 

Ian Anders, 58, of Brampton, Ont., didn’t 

pay attention to sun protection until it was 

almost too late. A mole on his back grew 

from the size of a dime to about the size of a toonie in the 

course of a month and changed colour.  

 

“They did a biopsy of the mole and found that it was 

full of cancer, and that’s the first I heard of it,” he 

said. He was diagnosed with Stage 4 melanoma.  

“I still love the sun, I’m not going to deny that,” An-

derson said. “I put a hat on and put on the sunscreen. 

A lot of times, I’ll wear a three-quarter length sleeve. 

You try to cover up the best you can, but you can’t run 

from it. You want to enjoy it too.” 
 

Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—July/August 2017 
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7 Incredibly Kind Things You Can Say To Any Ostomate 
Reprinted, with permission, from ostomyconnection.com EDITORIAL TEAM Nov. 2017. 

 

Kindness is powerful. One small act of kindness can change somebody’s entire day. Here are 

some small, but enormously kind things you can say that’ll make any ostomate's day—and 

possibly change the way they see themselves. 
 

 

1. “The way you carry yourself is so elegant.” Elegance is not always about the way you wear clothes, it 

comes from within. Admiring someone who shows gratitude for being an ostomate not only makes the 

person feel good, but also praises everything they’ve gone through to stay alive.  

2.   “I saw what you did, and it restored my faith in the human race.” Oh, the things ostomates do! 

 The woman who started a local ostomy support group in her town. 

 The guy who picks up the bill for someone who can’t afford ostomy accessories.  

 The lady who walks for ostomy awareness weeks after her own surgery. 

 The man who offers to share his ostomy supplies with those in need, even if it means having to come out 

of pocket to buy more.  

 You may know people doing small acts of kindness. Take time to thank him or her for what they’re really 

doing—helping us remember that we’re here for one reason, to serve others.  
3. “You have a condition not understood by mere mortals.” We all have something that makes us different, 

it’s a gift really. But living with an ostomy is not always easy, being that most media focuses on external 

appearances. Some ostomates might feel unattractive and alone. Understanding the reason behind these 

surgeries and acknowledging a person for going through them is a moment of respect.  

4. “You’re incredible!” The ostomate in your life could be upset and scared and maybe even in denial about 

having the surgery. Recognizing what’s really happening– that they’ve been through a LOT—can give a 

much needed opportunity to look at the situation with pride. Warning: these word may cause little sparks 

of happiness to go off inside.  

5. “I actually like the sound of your stoma.” Sometimes ostomates aren’t sure what to say or do when they 

have a noisy stoma. It can be embarrassing, funny and shocking all at the same time! Interestingly enough, 

most people don’t snicker when these so-called “toot” things come out, nor do they smell anything. Just 

say it, and if that’s too goofy or embarrassing, text it.  

6. “Your ostomy brings me joy. It makes me happy.” This phrase isn’t common because it might seem 

cheesy or we don’t know the person well enough or we don’t know what to do when ostomy leaks get 

messy. Saying this in an unexpected moment shows ostomates that you 

appreciate they are alive and well, no matter what awkward situation may 

arise.  

7. “I love you just the way you are.” There’s a special glow that comes when 

somebody likes you for who your are. If you notice that an ostomate is 

feeling discouraged or depressed, what they may need is your reassurance 

that everything is going to be okay. This phrase can be a way of expressing 

the most honoured of human emotions: love and acceptance.  
 

National Kindness Day is one day out of the year, but the movement lives on! 

Pay it forward by sharing an honest compliment to an ostomate who you 

admire. You never know how far it will go, and you’ll feel good about yourself 

knowing you’ve made someone’s day better.  
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“Positive thinking will let you do everything better than negative thinking will”   - Zig Ziglar 
 
 

“Adopt the pace of nature: her secret is patience.”  - Ralph Waldo Emerson 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi5qoqUyZnaAhXlzIMKHas-D1kQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnl.dreamstime.com%2Fstock-illustratie-%25C3%25A9%25C3%25A9n-vriendelijk-woord-kan-de-volledige-dag-van-iema
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ODOUR MANAGEMENT 
Greater Cincinnati Ostomy Association via The Ostomy Rumble, 

Middle Georgia, Springfield’s Ostomy Family Newsletter 
 

If someone tells you their waste products are 

odourless, then a nose overhaul is in order.   
  

    Isn’t it interesting that people 

with normal intact bowel tracts and 

urinary systems manage odour 

problems in an acceptable manner 

in our society? But when disease 

or trauma strike, and the person is 

the owner of an ostomy, the one 

big concern is the fear of offending society with an 

odour.  
 

    Basically, and simply, an ostomy is a man-made 

exit site that changes the point of exit from the bottom 

of our body to the front. Our eyes and nose are 

obviously on the front of our body, which leads us to 

be more aware of our changed body image and our 

odour producing products. You’ve heard the 

statement, “You’ve come a long way, baby.” Yes, 

ostomy management has come a long way considering 

that as little as ten years ago we had very few 100 per-

cent odour-free pouches. When ostomy surgery was 

first developed, ostomates wore anything to collect 

output. Presently, almost all ostomy supplies available 

to us today are made of odour-barrier materials.  
 

    Therefore, if an ostomate does have a fecal or 

urinary odour about them, some detective work should 

be done: Check out the application of the pouch to the 

body, is it leaking? Check out the closure of the 

pouch—is it closed properly so that no fecal matter is 

oozing out after the closure is applied? Do not put 

holes in the pouch as gas will seep out continuously.  
 

    An urostomate should rinse or wipe off the spout of 

the pouch with a bathroom tissue after emptying. 

Those few drops left in the spout after closing the 

pouch can cause a urine odour under clothing. It’s 

interesting to note that most urostomy pouches on the 

market are odour-proof, but the connector tubing and 

bedside and leg bags are not. You must dispose of and 

replace these products when they take on odours, or 

else your entire living quarters will smell. Emptying 

an ostomy pouch is comparable to a person with an 

intact bowel or urinary tract having a bowel 

movement or emptying their bladder. How does the 

non-ostomate handle the odour produced by this 

normal function of their body?  
 

    Room deodorizing sprays are popular; a quick flush 

of the toilet when defecation occurs, and striking a 

match or opening a window are some acceptable 

methods that have been used for odour management 

since the invention of indoor plumbing.  
 

Why then are we ostomates so “up-tight” about the 

odour produced when our pouches are emptied? This 

complaint has encouraged ostomy supply 

manufacturers to create products to meet this need of 

“odour control.” The trouble is, the ostomy deodorants 

do not work for everyone and they are expensive. Can 

we then consider ourselves “as normal as blueberry 

pie” so far as waste odours are concerned? Just 

remember, there is not a man or woman on this earth 

whose wastes do not smell.  
 

Source: Pisttsburgh Ostomy Society The Triangle Sept/Oct 2017 
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PUSH THE SKIN—DON’T PULL THE TAPE 
UOAA Update 

 

Damaging the skin around a stoma (or anywhere 

else) is asking for infection. Don’t peel your pouch 

away from your body. Hold the edge of the adhesive 

sections or tape, and PUSH THE SKIN AWAY 

FROM THE TAPE.  

Take a good look at what is happening when you 

pull tape. The tape is pulled upwards, dragging the 

skin with it until it is pulling hard enough to break 

loose. It even looks painful. Sometimes the skin 

breaks before the tape comes loose.  

Now look at what happens when you push the skin 

away from the tape. It doesn’t hurt; the tape is sepa-

rated from the skin gently, and the outer layer of skin 

remains intact. People who think yanking it fast is 

best ought to take a good look at the skin afterwards. 

It is usually red and irritated.  

If you have a leak, digestive enzymes in the dis-

charge will excoriate your damaged skin quicker and 

deeper than if your skin is OK, or protected with 

some sort of skin preparation. The farther away from 

the rectal area the stoma is in your intestines, the 

stronger the digestive enzymes in the discharge 

(leak), and the sooner your skin can become excori-

ated. Pulling the tape off the skin can do great dam-

age. It is extremely difficult to keep a pouch on an 

oozing surface. Learn to treat skin gently.  
 

Source: The OSG of Middle Georgia, The Ostomy Rumble—

June 2017 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiUtv7r05naAhUO84MKHTULCm8QjRx6BAgAEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fworldartsme.com%2Fstinky-smell-clipart.html&psig=AOvVaw2cKIekcn5ttlB2Gek1kro5&ust=1522691955630136
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It’s been a rough week! 

Be Your Own Advocate 
By Bobbie Brewar, GAOA Atlanta 

 

Advocate: ‘one who pleads the cause of another; one who 

defends a voice’. 
 

There is so much change and challenge in the health care 

arena that it has become more important to be our own 

advocate. We must become more informed about ostomy 

surgery and its influence on routine health care issues. 

Consider: 
 

Emergency Room Visits 

Speak up and let all the medical staff know that you have an 

ostomy. Ask to see the ET Nurse (if one is available). You 

may have to give a quick medical explanation of ostomy 

surgery and the changes that have been made to your systems 

(intestinal or urological). Ask about all of the procedures and/

or medications that are offered and their impact on your 

ostomy.  
 

Severe diarrhea in individuals with an ileostomy quickly 

becomes a dehydration problem and requires immediate 

infusion of fluids and electrolytes.  
 

Intestinal blockage requires a determination of the difference 

in a food blockage or for some other reason. A quick x-ray of 

the abdomen can help establish the cause and thus the 

solution. Most food blockages will pass with time, with fluid 

and with pain medication and possibly a nasal-gastric tube if 

nauseated.  
 

If you are unable to communicate your concerns, be sure to 

have another knowledgeable person with you to speak for 

you.  
 

Medications 

Make sure all your healthcare providers know the type of 

ostomy you have, including your physician and your 

pharmacist. Absorption may vary with individuals and type 

of medications.  
 

For individuals with an ileostomy, medications in the form of 

enteric-coated tablets, time-release capsules or long acting 

meds, may not be absorbed and therefore no benefit received.  
 

Before the prescription is completed by the physician, inform 

or remind him of these limitations. A pharmacist can assist in 

choosing the form of medication that will be best absorbed.  
 

Source: The OSG of Middle Georgia The Ostomy Rumble—March 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Memory of Joanne Maxwell 

Debbie Parrish 

John & Ursula Kelemen 

Jan Dowswell 
 

In Memory of Arthur Goerzen 

Deloris Goerzen 
 

Stoma Anniversary 

Donna Suggitt—3 years 
 

Youth Camp 

Ursula Kelemen 

Fem Ann Algera 
 

General Funds 

Philip & Annie Furkalo  

Lorrie Pismenny 
 

Your generosity is greatly  

Appreciated!  

Your gif
t matters!

 

Summer will soon be here, and here’s a 

little tip to make your vacation days seem 

longer. Go camping! 
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BEING an OSTOMATE 
What Will Happen to You? How Will You Feel and Act? 

 

Will You Bulge? Remember, without a part of the intestine or bladder, and its contents, you should have a 

flatter tummy than before. You can expect to wear, with little exception, what you wore before—and this in-

cludes light clothing and bathing suits. 
 

Will You Smell? Those with ileostomies and urinary diversions will be fitted for appliances which are com-

pletely odor-proof. Colostomates control odor with diet and/or odor-free stick-on pouches. In addition, for all 

ostomates there are deodorants for external use and odor-reducing compounds to be taken by mouth, should 

they be needed.  
 

Will You Make Noises? Everyone produces gas, especially if he is an air-swallower. But you don’t make 

noises so often that you can’t pretend that your stomach is growling. Be the fastest elbow in the West, or wear 

a two-way stretch binder, girdle or pantyhose to muffle the sound when it is audible. Avoid gassy foods, drink-

ing through a straw and chewing gum.  
 

Will You Feel the Waste Discharges? Very little, for the intestines have little feeling. Colostomates, howev-

er, will probably be aware of intestinal movement when it happens. Those with urinary diversions probably 

will be unaware of kidney discharge. The ileostomate or urostomate should check their appliance occasionally 

to see if it si full, or they might find their bag sagging—like a cow in udder misery needs to be milked.  
 

Will You be a Captive of the Toilet? At first you may find yourself spending lots of time in the bathroom un-

til you become efficient with the management of your stoma. But then, your routine will not involve any more 

time than normal visits to the bathroom, except for changing the appliance or irrigating. And there are a great 

many manufacturers inventing and selling better and better equipment every year for your use. Shop around.  
 

Will You Starve? Follow doctor’s orders at each stage of your adjustment. Some ostomates will be able to eat 

and tolerate anything; others may find difficulty with some foods. Each person is an individual and must deter-

mine, by trial, what is best for them. A good practice for all ostomates is to drink plenty of fluids.  
 

Will You be a Social Outcast? If you haven’t met any outcast ostomates, why should you be the first one? If 

you don’t smell bad, bulge, make noises, and dwell in the toilet, what is to make you obvious and repulsive? 

Only your own attitude, your morale, will affect your companions. No cheerful, brave, and triumphant person 

will be an outcast! 
 

Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—April 4, 1994 via Green Bay Area Ostomy Support Group—Nov/Dec. 2013 

HOW TO USE PASTE 
    Skin barrier pastes are used as “caulking” to fill in the space between the stoma and the opening in the skin 

barrier. Skin barrier pastes are not “glue”, and should not be used to keep the pouch on the abdomen. Think 

of this product more as a caulking material rather than an adhesive. Paste fills in gaps or uneven areas, pro-

tects the skin around the stoma, and can increase wear-time. Generally, this is the procedure you should fol-

low if using the skin barrier paste: 
 

1. Remove the soiled wafer and gently clean the skin around your stoma in the usual way. Pat the skin dry. 

2. Apply a thin line of skin barrier paste around the barrier opening on the body side (sticky side). 

3. Let the past air dry for about one minute. You can use a hair dryer set on ‘cool’ to speed this up.  

4. Gently apply the wafer over the stoma and on to the skin. Hold in place for a few minutes, allowing the 

warmth of your hand to mold it to your abdomen.  

5. If using a two piece system, now attach your pouch.  
 

Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife, Jan/Feb 2012, via Regina Ostomy News, Mar/Apr. 2013 & Green Bay Area OSG Nov/Dec. 

2013 



 

STOMA ANNIVERSARY CLUB  

 
The anniversary date of my stoma is _____________ and to  

celebrate my second chance for healthy living, I am sending the 

sum of $_____ per year since I had my ostomy surgery.  

 

NAME: _________________________________ 

 

AMT. ENCLOSED: __________  

 
Official receipts for tax purposes are issued for all donations, 

regardless of the amount.  
My name and the number of years may be printed in the “INSIDE/

OUT” newsletter. YES ____ NO _____  

 

Clip or copy this coupon and return with your donation to:  

Winnipeg Ostomy Association  

204-825 Sherbrook Street  

Winnipeg, MB R3A 1M5  

 

Proceeds from the Stoma Anniversary Club will continue to go 

towards the purchase of audio & video equipment to promote 

the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and its programs.  
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Month  Sessions  Users  Page Views 

March  117 78 247 

April     

May    

your stomach.  
 

Do Not: wear any part of your seatbelt twisted– a twisted seatbelt 

won’t spread the force of a crash across your body to protect you 

properly.  

Do Not: put the shoulder strap under your arm of behind your 

back.  
 

 If you are driving, you can face a fine if you or anyone in 

your vehicle is not wearing a seatbelt.  

 You will be fined between $200 & $1000. 

 Receive two demerit points, which will remain on your driv-

ing record for two years.  
 

Fellow ostomates, please make sure you are safe and follow the 

seatbelt rules.  
 

The only person exempt from this rule are: police, peace officers, 

agents of Canada Post delivering rural mail, ambulance attend-

ants and patients in the ambulance and firefighters in the rear of a 

fire department vehicle while responding to an emergency.  
 

By ELF 

Source: Ottawa Ostomy News April 2018 

(Continued from page 5) SEATBELTS . . Food for Thought . . . 

 

 Why do psychics have to ask you 

your name? 

 What happens if you get scared 

half to death twice? 

 Get a new car for your spouse. 

It’ll be a great trade! 

 I got lost in thought. It was unfa-

miliar territory. 

 A clear conscience is really a 

sign of a bad memory. 

 A recent study found that women 

who carry a little weight live 

longer then men who mention it. 
 

 A successful diet is the triumph of 

mind over platter. 

NOTE: This is going to be a work in progress as I attempt to read and 

interpret the reports being spewed out by the website program . With a 

little luck I will be able to figure it out over the summer. In the mean-

time here are some stats to get you thinking. Thanks to 

all of you for checking out the website. 

https://www.tes.com/lessons/FJUwGGxY6HTk3w/gratitude
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PHYSICIANS 

                             Dr. C. Yaffe 

WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT  for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.  

        Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.  

New Members: Please use this form 
Please enroll me  as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association.  I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00. 

WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become supporters of Ostomy Canada Society and receive the Ostomy     

Canada magazine.  
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____   NO _____ 

 

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________ 

 

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________  E-MAIL: __________________ 

 

CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________  POSTAL CODE: ___________ 

 

I have a: Colostomy ______:  Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:  

Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :  YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________ 

 

Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:  

WOA  

c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB   R0E 1M0 

COMMITTEES 

REFRESHMENTS/SOCIAL CONVENORS: 

                 Fem Ann Algera      204-654-0743  

RECEPTION/HOSPITALITY: 

                 Rollie Binner    204-667-2326 

PUBLIC RELATIONS: Vacant 

MEMBERSHIP:     Rosemary Gaffray       1-204-367-8031 

LIBRARY/TAPES:        Ursula Kelemen      204-338-3763 

TRANSPORTATION:   Vacant 

CARDS:               Jan Dowswell    204-795-3933 

NEWSLETTER:   

   Editor:               Lorrie Pismenny    204-489-2731 

   Mailing:      Bert & Betty Andrews            

WEBMASTER:  Peter Folk  

VISITOR TRAINING Lorrie Pismenny    204-489-2731 

SASO:   Vacant 

FOW SUPPLIES  

   PICK UP     “NEW”  Barry Cox   204-832-9088 

OSTOMY SUPPLIES 

HSC MATERIALS HANDLING 

59 Pearl St. , Winnipeg, MB. 

 

ORDERS: 204-926.6080 or 1.877.477.4773 

E-mail: ossupplies@wrha.mb.ca 

Monday to Friday 8:00am to 4:00pm 

PICK-UP: Monday to Friday 8:00am to 11:00pm 
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